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Concerto in D minor for Harpsichord and Strings, BWV 1052 Johann Sebastian Bach
(1685–1750)

Allegro
Adagio
Allegro

Su le sponde del Tebro Alessandro Scarlatti
(1660–1725)

Sinfonia
Recitative: Su le sponde del Tebro
Aria: Contentatevi, o fidi pensieri
Recitative: Mesto, stanco e spirante
Arioso: Infelici miei lumi
Aria: Dite almeno, astri crudeli
Recitative: All’aura, al cielo
Aria: Tralascia pur di piangere

INTERMISSION

Sonata in D minor, RV 63 (“La Follia”) Antonio Vivaldi
(1678–1741)

Jauchzet Gott in allen Landen, BWV 51 J. S. Bach

Aria: Jauchzet Gott in allen Landen!
Recitative: Wir beten zu dem Tempel an
Aria: Höchster, mache deine Güte
Chorale: Sei Lob und Preis mit Ehren
Aria: Alleluja!



P R O G R A M  N OT E S  

Bach’s D-minor Concerto, BWV 1052, has long been the subject of musicological “detective” work. 
Though given pride of place at the head of Bach’s autograph score of six harpsichord concertos (c.
1738),  it  is  considered  by  many  to  be  an  arrangement  of  a  lost  violin  concerto.  Thus  scholars 
attributed its violin-like figuration to a precursor that vanished during various re-workings of the 
same material, notably as sinfonias to various Leipzig cantatas from the late 1720s featuring organ in 
the solo role. To this way of thinking, the precise character of its virtuosity is the central question: 
does the solo part seem better suited to violin or keyboard playing? 

That’s a seemingly straightforward question, but without prior works on which to base an opinion 
about the advent of a keyboard concerto style, how does one decide? Recent scholarly work proposes 
a different alternative that neatly skirts the issue. Bach’s earliest versions of this and several sister 
works may have been as concertos he debuted in a famous recital on the new Silbermann organ at St 
Sophia Church in Dresden in 1725. This scenario means that Bach was thinking about the incipient 
keyboard concerto as a fairly plastic genre, one that could be adapted easily from one instrument to 
another,  and—perhaps  most  significantly—well  before  anyone  else  so  radically  transformed  the 
continuo player’s usual role in the ensemble. With its two large, imposing Allegro movements and 
probing central  Adagio,  BWV 1052 makes no bones about  its  composer’s  ambition:  the keyboard 
concerto was here to stay.

   *    *    *

A master  of  vocal  idioms large  and small,  Alessandro  Scarlatti  catered to  star  singers  and their 
devoted public with over 100 operas, 600 cantatas, and 30 oratorios over the course of a long and 
productive career. This prodigious output—even when compared to that of Handel, Telemann, or 
Bach—defined the Italian vocal style for most of the eighteenth century. The majority of Scarlatti 
cantatas call for just solo voice and continuo, but a few exceptional works like Su le sponde del Tebro 
require  a  full  complement  of  strings  plus  occasional  obbligato  instruments.  This  particular  work 
showcases two virtuoso soloists, with soprano and trumpet engaging in highly spirited play in the 
first and final arias in particular. 

Likely composed in Rome in the 1690s, Su le sponde del Tebro tells a familiar story, of the beautiful but 
heartless shepherdess Clori who betrays her lover Aminta. The latter’s litany of complaints found a 
sympathetic ear in Signor Scarlatti, who, doubtless inspired by the reference to “trumpets” in the first 
aria’s second strophe, uses this instrument as a foil for the poor shepherd’s broken heart. Aminta’s 
grief  is  more conventionally expressed in the highly dissonant arioso “Infelici  miei  lumi,” whose 



murky  middle  style  (somewhere  between  recitative  and  aria)  captures  perfectly  the  idea  of  an 
intensely private emotional breakdown.

   *    *    *

For his “La Follia” Sonata for two violins and continuo, RV 63 (Op. 1, No. 12), Antonio Vivaldi took 
his inspiration from Arcangelo Corelli’s solo violin sonata based on the same venerable progression. 
A standard set of chords, dubbed the “folia” (or “follies”) since it arose in Spain as a peasant dance, 
this  16-measure  pattern inspired centuries  of  music-making and countless  composers  during the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries especially. Such a piece operates the same way as a jazz blues: 
one repeats a basic pattern multiple times, adding all manner of changing figuration along the way. 
Like many settings of this bass line, Vivaldi’s “La Follia” begins modestly, with a simple statement of 
the two large phrases of this harmonic ostinato. Repetitions of the entire pattern get steadily more 
complex as the work progresses, with distinct figuration and tempos for each variation and ever more 
powerful musical fireworks.

   *    *    *

Jauchzet Gott in allen Landen, BWV 51, received its first performance in Leipzig on 17 September 
1730,  though  the  exceptionally  clean  appearance  of  its  autograph  score  suggests  that,  for  this 
occasion, Bach adapted a work he had written earlier, perhaps for the birthday of Duke of Weißenfels 
in February 1729. Unusually, its title wrapper carries the designation “per ogni tempo” (“for any 
occasion”), a notation that has proved prescient: Cantata 51 is now one of a handful of Bach cantatas 
that appears regularly on concert programs. 

Whatever its  precise origins,  the work’s fame is  richly deserved.  Jauchzet  Gott  is  the only church 
cantata  by  Bach  with  florid  coloratura  for  both  soprano  and  trumpet,  who  both  must  ascend 
repeatedly to high C  above the staff,  a note rarely seen in Baroque music. The identity of Bach’s 
trumpet player has long been known: Leipzig town musician Gottfried Reiche (1667-1734), the great 
trumpet player of his era, was apparently still playing well in his early 60s. But who sang this piece at 
its 1730 première? The cantata makes demands well beyond the abilities of Bach’s boy sopranos at the 
Leipzig  Thomaschule.  Two  opera  singers  from  the  nearby  Dresden  court  are  mentioned  in  the 
literature as possibilities: the soprano Faustina Bordoni Hasse, wife of the composer Johann Adolph 
Hasse, and the soprano castrato Giovanni Bindi. Given Hasse’s 1731 arrival in Dresden and her well-
known preference for roles that ascend only to high A (not C), the Venetian castrato seems the most 
likely candidate. 



For this work an unknown librettist cobbled together a text with allusions to various Psalms and 
passages from Matthew’s Gospel for the 15th Sunday after Trinity, plus a chorale verse from “Nun lob, 
mein Seel, den Herren” (1530) and a concluding “Alleluia.” Its musical textures range just as widely, 
from operatic flamboyance in the opening and closing arias to intimate pastoral-like writing in the 
second aria. Perhaps most unusual is the penultimate movement, in which a simple chorale verse is 
surrounded by a vigorous instrumental trio that seems to take no notice of it. 
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